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Abstract: This paper proposes the idea of adaptive job scheduling algorithm by using

hybrid Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Tabu algorithms. The idea behind the scheduling

algorithm is evaluation of completion time of jobs in a service Grid. The algorithm comprises

of two main techniques; first of all, Grid Information Service (GIS) collects information from

each grid node, ACO evaluates complete time of jobs in possible grid nodes and then assigns

job to appropriate grid node. ACO is used to minimize the average completion time of jobs

through optimal job allocation on each node as well. While, Tabu algorithm is used to adjust

performance of grid system because online jobs are submitted to grid system from time to

time. This paper shows that the algorithm can find an optimal processor for each machine to

allocate to a job that minimizes the tardiness time of a job when the job is scheduled in the

system.

Keywords: Ant Colony Optimization algorithm, Tabu algorithm, Grid Information Service,
online job, Adaptive scheduling algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computation Grid technologies [I] are a new trend and appear as a next generation of the

distributed heterogeneous system. It combines physical dynamic resources and various

applications. Currently, it is a great potential technology that leads to the effective utilization

of the resources. In particular, the complex problems such as scientific, engineering and

business need to utilize the huge resources and the performance potential of computation grid.

Therefore, the performance of grid system is the key to success. Scheduling is the main point

behind these successes.
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Effective job scheduling in grid requires to model grid resources and computation requests

of jobs, determine the current workload of each grid nodes, and evaluate the execution time of

job before allocating to appropriate resource as well. The goals are to achieve the best

performance and load balancing across the different domain system. However, when applying

those methods to grid environment, the results often happen to be poor performance within

heterogeneous grid resources. Whereas, grid environment is open and dynamic, the jobs often

arrive at grid in various load and types. For instance, the scheduling needs time slot to

schedule a job within various workloads. Hence, the adaptive grid scheduling is the desired

algorithm to handle different jobs workload and also various load of grid resources. One of

the most important methods of a Grid Resources Management System (GRMS) is currently

capable to allocate jobs to grid resources.

The realistic grid system, it is usually be impossible for users and grid system

administrators to manually find and specify all the needed grid resources during the arrival of

jobs in fact. In the dynamic nature of grid, the various load of grid resources availability can

constantly change at the moment. Therefore, the requirement of an automatic method to

allocate jobs to grid resources is a critical. This method is generally provided by scheduler.

Typically, it is difficult to achieve this point because the scheduling problem is defined as

NP-hard problem [2] and it is not trivial.

Traditional and heuristic scheduling algorithms [I, 3-5] are often proposed in

heterogeneous computing environment. These algorithms focus on explicit constraints and

static information of system load to schedule jobs. The dynamic grid environment, the system

workload of each grid nodes cannot be determined in advance. Therefore, grid scheduling

desires an adaptive scheduling algorithm.

The motivation of this paper is to develop a grid scheduling algorithm that can perform

efficiently and effectively in terms of grid efficiency, make-span time and job tardiness. Not

only does it improve the overall performance of the system but it also adapts to the dynamic

grid system. First of all, this paper proposes an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm to

find the optimal resource allocation of each job within the dynamic grid environment.

Secondly, Tabu search algorithm is used to adjust performance of grid system because online

jobs are often submitted to grid system. Third, the simulation of the experiment is presented.

This simulation is an extension ofGridSim [6] toolkit version 4.0, which is a popular discrete

event simulator and grid scheduling algorithm. The simulator defines the different workload

of resources, the arrival time of independent jobs, the size of each job, the criteria of a

scheduler, etc. Finally, this paper discusses about this idea for dynamic grid environment
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within fully controlled conditions [7].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the literature review is presented.

Section 3 describes the Grid simulation, job scheduling design, and briefly illustrates how to

implement an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) with Tabu search into the discrete-event

simulator. Section 4 illustrates the well performing of the adaptive job scheduling. Finally,

Section 5 conc ludes the paper.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

In the past few years, researchers have proposed scheduling algorithms for parallel system

[8-12l However, the problem of grid scheduling is still more complex than the proposed

solutions. Therefore, this issue attracts the interest of the large number of researchers [3, 13

16].

Current system [17] of grid resource management was surveyed and analyzed based on

classification of scheduler organization, system status, scheduling and rescheduling policies.

However, the characteristics and various techniques of the existing grid scheduling algorithms

are still complex particularly with extra components.

At the present time, job scheduling on grid computing aims not only to find an optimal

resource to improve the overall system performance but also to utilize the existing resources

more efficiently. Recently, many researchers have been studied several works on job

scheduling on grid environment. Those studies are the popular heuristic algorithms, which

have been developed, are min-min [5], the fast greedy [5], tabu search [5], Genetic algorithm

[18] and an Ant System [4].

The heuristic algorithms proposed for job scheduling in [5] and [4] rely on static

environment and the expected value of execution times. Whereas, [18] proposed Genetic

algorithm based on static jobs and static load of each node, while the realistic grid

environment, in which the system load of grid nodes always change during the deployment of

jobs in fact.

H. Casanova et al. (19] and R. Baraglia et al. [20] proposed the heuristic algorithms to solve

the scheduling problem based on the different static data, for example, the execution time and

system load. Unfortunately, all of information such as execution time and workload cannot be
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detennined in advance of dynamic grid environments.

In 1999, the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) meta-heuristic was proposed by Oorigo, Oi

Caro and Gambardella, which has been successfully used to solve many NP-problem, such as

TSP, job shop scheduling, etc. In the past few years, several researchers proposed solutions to

solve grid scheduling problem [21] by using ACO.

Several studies have been trying to apply ACO for solving grid scheduling problem. Z. Xu

et al. [22] proposed a simple ACO within grid simulation architecture environment and used

evaluation index in response time and resource average utilization. E. Lu et al. [23] and H.

Yan et al. [24] also proposed an improved Ant Colony algorithm, which could improve the

perfonnance such as job finishing ratio. However, they have never used the various

evaluation indices to evaluate their algorithm.

The ACO becomes very popular algorithm to apply for solving grid scheduling problem.

However, most of the mentioned algorithms were not taken into consideration some

evaluation indices. for example, grid efficiency, makespan time. average waiting time and

total tardiness time that has been shown in [25].

3. GRID SIMULATOR AND JOB SCHEDULING DESIGN

3.1 Grid Simulation Architecture

The grid environment is a complex heterogeneous system consisting of many organization

domains in which no one has full control of all available resources and applications (jobs).

For this reason, the simulation of these systems is complicated. The simulator presented in

this paper is based on GridSim [6] and [7]. It also extends internal entities to more complex

requirements. Additionally, the architecture is comprised of distributed grid nodes, local

schedulers with local queues, and grid Meta-scheduler with grid queue and job dispatcher.

Moreover, the main idea behind adaptive scheduling algorithm with reschedul ing algorithm is

proposed within this simulator.

The layer of all simulation is depicted in Fig. I. The users can register any time in the grid

environment, after that they art' able to submit jobs to the grid environment. The submitted

jobs are received at the Receiver side. The receiver side is to automatically submit the

selected jobs to the Scheduling Module. Where, the receiver has the function to maintain the
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job work load, user name, etc, Similarly, the registration of distributed system is required at

Grid Information Service (GIS) in order to be grid resources.

Meta-Scheduler
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rig I The layer of Grid Simulation archItecture

At the Scheduling Module, all of the information in the grid system such as CPU speed,

CPU load, number of CPUs in the resources, etc. has been collected at the Grid Information

Service (GIS). This process is similar to GRIS (Grid Resource Information Server) registering

with GIIS (Grid Index Information Server) in Globus toolkit [26]. Their information is then

used to calculate the optimal resources for processing the job. Therefore, the function of the

Grid Information Service (GIS) is to maintain and update the status of the grid resources. The

purpose of a Job Dispatcher is to deliver jobs to a selected resource which jobs are in grid

queue.
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The assumption is a close affinity between GIS and nodes infonnation. Moreover,

Scheduling module gathers the local schedule infonnation via GIS for scheduling. In fact, the

job stays in the local queue before beginning execution on the local system and the job is

computed based on the local scheduling policy. The purpose of a job dispatcher is to deliver

jobs to a selected resource. Finally, all activities mentioned above are the support evidence of

this simulator.

This paper designs an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Tabu search algorithm which

are explained in the following section.

3.2 An event diagram of Grid Simulation

GridSim toolkit [6] provides the basic functionality to create common entities such as

computation resources, users, simple jobs, etc. and the simple implementation of grid

environment. Different amount Processing Elements (PEs) are created during the simulation.

These Processing Elements (PEs) are also different in the speed of processing. Likewise, one

or more machines can be put together to create grid resources.

The event diagram of grid simulation is shown in Fig. 2. When the simulator starts, Grid

Resource Entities send an event to GIS entities for registration. Hence, GIS entities return a

list of registered resources and their details to Meta-scheduler. Therefore, Grid Client Entities

submit the jobs and their details such as arrival time, releasing time, due date time, size of job

and the request of resources configuration, properties, etc. to Meta-scheduler.

The Meta-scheduler responds with dynamic infonnation such as resources workload,

available resources, capability. and other propertiesThe Meta-Scheduler is an important part

of the job scheduler. Jobs are selected or scheduled to grid resources by an Ant Colony

Optimization (ACO) If grid resources are not available, the job is kept at the Grid Job Pool.

Whenever the job processing is finished, Grid Resource Entity is released and Meta

Scheduler sends the event TO GIS for updating the grid resources status. Once the processing

of all the jobs is finished the statistical results are generated automatically.
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Fig. 2 an event diagram for interaction between the jobs and thc resources entities

3.3 Job Scheduling Model

The model including job workloads model and grid resources model, the main idea behind

model is to associate metadata with the description ofjobs and grid resources.

a) Job Workloads Model

The workloads model views jobs [27] in form of doblD. Description. HostID> where the

model is a set of arrival job to be executed in grid system and Description contains metadata

about the job such as arrival time, release time, due date, size of job, requirement of PEs, host

architecture, owner, etc. HostID is a host to execute the jobs.

b) Grid Resources Model

Grid resources model contains characteristics and performances of grid resources.

Therefore, the model <HostID, Description> is a set of grid nodes and hosts information e.g.
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location of each hosts, operating system, PEs, etc.

3.4 Adaptive Job Scheduling Model'and Algorithms

The model is shown in Fig. 3, in which the main idea behind the success is the adaptive job

scheduling. Typically, not only most jobs to an open grid system are independent but also

arrive to grid system within different time. They also consume the different resources and

time to process. In the real grid system, job scheduling function is to assign the jobs to grid

resources along with their time constraints based on the objective of optimizing a certain

performance function [25]. The timing constraints are both based on jobs and include the

dynamic grid resources situation. This model can solve the dynamic jobs arrival time and

loads of grid resources. However, local queue of each grid node is simulated in a space

sharing fashion.
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On account of the fact that the loads of each grid node are dynamic and many other

unknowns within the dynamic nature of grids, the execution time of a job can not be exactly

detennined in advance. Therefore, job scheduling; is very difficult to deal with the dynamic

load of the grid node that affects the execution time of the submitted job.

Motivated by these facts, this model is designed to solve job scheduling problems. The

model comprises two main algorithms; first of all, ACO is proposed to perform the

scheduling that assigns the jobs to appropriate grid resources, secondly, reschedule technique

is performed by using Tabu search algorithm.

To simplify grid scheduling problem, the independent jobs are submitted and processed at

grid node in any time, in which there no communication between itself. In this case, an

Expected Time Complete (ETC) matrix is performed, which cell (i, j) is the ETC of job i is

operated onto machine j. A set of n jobs are submitted for processing on available set of m

machines. Each job is characterized with an arrival time al representing the arrival job on grid

system. A release time 1'1 representing the earliest time when the job can start its execution. A

due date time d, representing the desire job completion time, and a size of job II, requirement

of PEs, etc. Therefore, the processing time p,,/ of job i onto machine j is I/PEs of machine j

which depends on the CPU speed of machine j. Moreover, they are assumed that all arrival

times, due dates, release time and processing time are non-negative integers, Job preemptions

are not allowed as well. Let CII be completion time of the operation of job i on machine j and

the job requirement of PEs is less than or equal to PEs of machine (ip!:", < = jN',). Thus, the

completion time of the job ith in machine jth is given as:

C", =a, +f; + p,., , (1)

The makespan time is defined as max(C j , C2, ... C,J that means the last complete time of job

to leave the grid system.

Makespan time = (EndTimeja'I_'I'h -SubmitTime/irl/-"Jh) (2)

Whereas, average waiting time and grid efficiency formulas are given as

I
Average wait time = - L (StartTime, - SubmitTime,)

N !t:::..I"b.,"
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L (EndTime, - StartTimei) x Mflops)
Grid Efficiency = . ,doh, . . (4)

(End'fIme''';'_Joh -SubmltTlmejir,,_',oh)x L Mflopsm
ftlEgfld _.Hte.~

In this model, therefore, all of these can be handled and satisfy stakeholder.

a) ACO Algorithm

At the first of the model, ACO algorithm is proposed to schedule jobs onto different

machines and different speeds as well. The main important of ACO algorithm is to utilize the

graph representation. Therefore, the design of the graph is to identifY the problem to connect

the arcs correspondent for each job on each machine.

Let Mbe a set of machines (ml, m2, mJ, .. , mOl) and letJbe a set ofjobs (iJ,h,h ... ,j,,), and

n> m. Therefore, the graph G = (M, (CT,))mxrJ. The problem is to find the optimal resources

for the jobs. It can minimize the makespan time, average waiting time and maximize grid

efficiency as well.

Step 1: Pheromone initialization. Let the initial pheromone trail follows as

1
r 0 = --(-------------)---:(---:(·---:'''-r-e''---,--/)

m. Min _ MakeSpan _ Time,.) f,xpected

( )
(c""e",)

where Min _ MakeSpan _ Time i .i Expected is the current expected makespan time of online

job by applying the dispatching rule of Minimum Completion time (MCT) that calculate

online job into each queue of grid nodes if there is a free PE available. Therefore, the

minimization of makespan time is applied to be minimal makespan time at that moment. It is

shown as Fig. 4
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Fig. 4 Expected makespan time of online job into each queue grid nodes
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Step 2: The State Transition Rule. A set of parallel artificial ants is initially created. Each

ant starts with unscheduled job in machine and then it builds a job tour in machines until a

feasible solution is constructed. For the next machine m to be scheduled from current machine

i, the ant applies the rule as shown in Eq. (6).

{

argmax[rei, u)].['lei, u)]JJ
m = ue(/

S

if <1 q_%,

otherwise,

(6)

where q is a random number uniformly distributed in [0, I], and qo is a parameter (O~IISJ), T

(i, u) is the associated pheromone trail with the assignment of job j to be scheduled at

machine i to machine u, U is the machines with no schedule jobs yet. The parameter qll

determines the relative importance of exploitation versus exploration. In the other words, with

probability qll the ant makes the best possible move as marked by pheromone trails and the

heuristic information. Hence, if q~o the unscheduled job j with maximum value is scheduled

at machine m, that is, a job j move from machine i to schedule at machine m. S is i:I random

variable selected according to the probability distribution is implemented by Eg. (7)

{

[ ,(i,m)][17(i,m)t

p(i,m) = 2)'(i,u)]I.17(i,u)]P
liEU

o

if mEU

otherwise

(7)

where rt(i,m) is the heuristic desirability of assignment jobj on machine i directly moves to m,

is inversely proportional to the completion time of job that has been assigned on machine.

Then, the formula follows as, 17/ (i, m) = I , a is the arrival time that a job arrives
QJ +r, + Pm,j

to the system, r is the release time that a job use to start processing and p is the processing

time of the job on the machine, However, arrival time and release time are perhaps the same

time because when a job arrives, grid node starts immediately its execution.

Step 3: The Local Update Rule. While ants build a solution of the scheduling, they visit

edges and change their pheromone level which is used immediately to locally update the rule.

The local update rule reduces the convergence because ants choose new machine based on
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high pheromone level. Therefore, this machine becomes less desirable for the following ants,

if the pheromone trail is reduced. Hence, this is achieved as shown by Eq. (8)

,(i, j) = (1 - P )"(i, j) + P"o (8)

where p (O<p~ 1), is the parameter.

Step 4: The Global Update Rule. The global update rule is performed after each ant has

completed their tour (a feasible solution) and only one ant that is the best solution found so

far, is allowed to deposit pheromone to the path after each iteration. Therefore, job j is

assigned from machine i to machine m in the global best solution after each iteration, the

formula as shown by Eq. (9)

r(i,m) = (1- a).r(i,m) + a.l1r(i,m) (9)

Where

{

(min(MakeSpan _ TimeKh)f
l'ir(i,m)= AIIM

o
if(i,m) E global-best-solution

otherwise

0.(0< ex ~l) is the parameter and represents the pheromone evaporation.

Algorithm 1 'fhe implementation of ACO algorithm

Procedure ACO

begin
Initialize parameters, generate initial graph and the pheromone trails Eq. (5)
while (termination criterion not satisfied or a maximum number of algorithm

iterations has been
reached) do

Each ant position starts at starting machine
while (stopping when every ant has built a solution) do

for each ant do
Chose next machine by applying the state transition rule Eq. (6)

Apply step-by-step pheromone update Eq. (8)
end for

end while
Update best solution, if the best makespan time this teration is better than the

globally
makespan time then set this is the globally best makespan time Update the

pheromone Eq.(9)
end while

end

Unfortunately, the realistic grid system, it may usually be possible grid resources are

unavailable free of PEs. Therefore, address, the job is kept at the Grid Job Pool (Grid queue).

According to this issue, Tabu search technique is proposed and its detail is depicted in the

following next section.
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b) Tabu Search Algorithm

In this model, addresses Tabu search algorithm to solve the problem. The idea of this model

is depicted in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Illustration of Tabu search algorithm to reschedule within Adaptive Job Scheduling

For example, an arrived job is submitted at 22'h second and it is then allocated to

appropriate grid node using ACO. Unfortunately, at that time, grid resources are unavailable

free of PEs and some arrived jobs are still in grid queue. Therefore, Tabu search algorithm

starts immediately to reschedule within grid queue.

However, the due date time of each job is considered. In particular, during that time, before

the swap operator exchanges three jobs to other grid nodes. It calculates a due date time of

each job in the proper grid node. The swap operator relocates job based on due date time of

each job in sequence. Finally, the makespan time of grid system is better.

Tabu search algorithm [28] is a metaheuristic and it is one of the most popular techniques

to solve scheduling problems and the other types of combinatorial problems. The main idea

behind a Tabu search is to have a large number of iterations. Every iteration of the local

heuristic search procedure to explore the solution space beyond local optimality. At each
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iteration of the local searc,.h procedure, it only allows an operation called move or swap to

define the neighborhood of any solution when the objective function is improved and the

operations are not repeating a previous solution that already improved in the previous

iterations.

Consequently, to prevent repeating the indefinite execution of the same sequence of the

operations and direct the search to regions are not explored. Tabu search uses tabu list for

checking the operations. This technique is very useful for forbidding or tabu as well as

escaping local optimal during the performing of a searching global optimal. Accordingly, tabu

search algorithm is applied and integrated within this model to solve dynamic grid scheduling

problem. The following is an algorithm description.

The adaptive job scheduling model in particular, the schedule is consist of several resource

schedules. Each resource schedule is a queue of jobs that they planed to be executed within

grid node. For this model, the algorithm is designed to minimize the makespan time of the

grid system. It is noted that the makespan time of each resource schedules follow as

Ischedule[I]1

max (CT.,.\,CT21 ".,CTn. l )

l.\'chedule[2]

max (CT.,.2,CT2.2... ,CTm .2)

Ischedulerl JI

max (CT.,.I,CT2., ".,C~.)

where CT,,/ approximates the current expected complete time of job ith that plan to be

executed on machine jth. It is defined as the wall-clock time at which machine jth completes

job ith.

The value of expected CT,.1 can be approximated because the processing time P',I is known

as well as other important parameters such as arrival time, release time, due date time,

requirement of PEs, machine, speed of PEs, etc. Consequently, this information and the

current schedule are possible to calculate expected makespan time for each job present in the

grid system at this moment. The formula as shown by Eq. (10)

I,chedule[ IJI I,chedule[ 2JI I·\chcdulell JI

Makespan Iime = max(makespan, makespan, ... ,makespan) (10)
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Algorithm 2 The implementation of Tabu search algorithm
Procedure Tabu Search Algorithm
begin

Initialize Tabu list with maximum size of iterations
schedule = [res_schedulej, ... , res_schedule,];
tabuJesource_schedule= 0: tabujobs_list = 0;
res _schedule,~:~"'""') = l1ull:

while (l < iterations) do
I = I + I.
previous_l11akespan = Eg. (10)

Calculation maximum of the current expected makespan time of each resource
schedule

if (3schedule
r
•
l
[i E res _ schedule)) and (schedule r£ tabu _resource _ schedule) and

(schedule is maximal makespan time) then
res _schedule~,~'''''') = schedule[i] ;i E {I, .. .,j}

Calculation minimize of the processing time ofajob within maximal
makespan time resource

schedule

(res _ schedule~~~;m'm) )

if (3job[job Eres _schedule~:~",·"tJl)and

(job r£ tabu _jobs list) and (the processing rime ofa job is minimal) then

Movingjob to the other appropriate resource schedule that the current
makespan time to be

minimized.

MoveJob(job, tabu~obs_list, res _schedule~:~"'''tJ,

tabuJesource_schedule, previous_makespan);
else

tabu_resource_schedule ~~ tahu_resourr::e_schedule U res _schedule,~~~:,m,,);

end if
end if

end while
end
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Algorithm 3 The implementation of Move.fob of Tabu search algorithm

Procedure MoveJob(job, tabu-.Jobs_list, res _ schedule,;:~:''''''), tabuJesource_schedule,

previous_makespan)
begin

Calculation minimum of the current expected makespan time ofeach resource
schedule.

if (3schedule",U E res _ schedule]) and (schedule ~ res _ schedule,;:~:'''''')) and

(schedule is minimal makespan time) and (requirement ofPes ofjob <= PEs
ofresource) then

res _ schedule,;:,~"VI//) =schedule[ i] ;i E {I.. ,.,j}

if res _ schedule,;:,~'''''') = null then
tabu-.Jobs_list = tabu-.Jobs_list U job;

else
remove job from res_schedule,;:~:""'" tOres_schedll!e,;~,~ne"" by using EDF, in which

remove job on position 1such that (due dale -I s; I s; due dale +I)

if(Eq. (10) >= previous_makespan) then
remove job from res _schedule,;:,',:"'''/) back to

res _ schedule,;:;;'''''') at the same previous position

end if
end if

end if
end

4. ILLUSTRATION OF ADAPTIVE JOB SCHEDULING IN GRID SCHEDULING

PROBLEM

Grid computing is the heterogeneous environment, which is also the dynamic environment.

The scheduled jobs rarely coincide between actual execution times and the expected ones in

the real computing environment. Therefore, the main challenge of the job scheduling is the

grid system since no one has the ability to fully control all jobs. Another challenge is

availability of dynamic resources and the difference between the expected execution time

with the actual time in algorithm. To illustrate the impact of dynamic environment and

uncertainty in the execution job time in grid scheduling system, adaptive job scheduling

algorithm is proposed. Fig. 6 illustrates the operation of this model, in well performing

conditions.

Consider the example in Fig. 6, the assumptions regarding ten jobs: Jo, J j , J2, ..,J~ within the

different job characteristics such as job arrival time, requirement of PEs, size of each job.
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They are scheduled onto grid resource of three machines: Mo. Mf and M) within different PEs

speed and amount of PEs. This assumption is shown in Fig. 6 as well.

First of all, the simulation begins, when Jo arrives on grid system at time 0, optimal FCFS is

performed in scheduling module, and then it is mapped to machine2 at PEO, PE I and it is

delivered at time 3.33. At time I, J f arrives and it is mapped to the PEO of machine 1 because

machine2 is processing Jo. The delivery time ofJf is 11. At time 2, J) arrives and it is mapped

to PEO, PE 1, PE2 of machineD. It is delivered at 33. At time 3, J3 arrives, but there is now no

free PE available on the grid node.

However, optimal FCFS still finds the optimal grid node and assigns to machine 1 but it is

put into the queue of grid job pool. The completion time ofJ3 is predicted as 31. At time 4, J~

arrives and it is then put into the queue of grid job pool with suitable grid node assignment

because grid nodes are not free. In this case, the completion time of J~ is predicted as 82. At

time 9, J5 arrives and it is then put into queue. However, it is already assigned to perform at

machine2. the completion time of 15 is predicted as 51. Unfortunately, at time 82, it signifies

the makespan time at the moment, in which depicted in Fig. 6 (a).

On the other hand, in this case, adaptive job scheduling is proposed and ACO is then

applied. Fig. 6 (b), shows the solution, let start at Jo when it arrives grid system and then ACO

immediately performs, parallel artificial ants start at each grid node to find appropriate one.

At machine2, it has high performance when compare with the other. Jo is then executed there

and it is delivered at 3.33. J f arrives grid system at time 1 and it is then allocated to machine2

by ACO. Since the processing time of J f in machine2 is predicted as 6.67 that it is faster than

processing in the others and it is predicted the delivery at 10. Nevertheless, it is kept in the

queue of grid job pool. At time 2, J) arrives and allocated to machine I by ACO 'because the

amount of PEs of machine 1 is 3 and faster than machineD but an amount of PEs of machine2

is not sufficient. J3, J~, J5 arrive grid system at any time and allocated by ACO. Finally, the

makespan time is predicted as 53 which is shown in Fig. 6 (b).

In fact, the arrived jobs are submitted to the grid system at any time and the loads of grid

node are unknown in advance. Therefore, during scheduling perform, some jobs are kept in

the queue of grid job pool. Whenever the jobs are kept in there, Tabu search algorithm is

immediately performed. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 (c-d) is shown the detail.
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5. CONCLUSION

This paper investigates the job scheduling algorithm in grid environments as an

optimization problem. The proposal is a cost model for modeling schedule lengths in grid

computing in term of minimizing tardiness time. The algorithm is developed based on an Ant

Colony Optimization to find a proper resource allocation on each processing job. The

algorithm can find an optimal processor for each machine to allocate to a job that minimizes

the tardiness time of a job when the job is scheduled in the system.

In the study, the algorithm is designed within dynamic CPUs load, in which the natural grid

usually occur different load of CPUs from time to time. Moreover, this paper makes effort to

design probably adaptive algorithm based on multiple objective of different stakeholder, for

example makespan time, average waiting time and grid efficiency.

The future work will show the comparison with tradition algorithm FCFS for example and

another heuristics such as MCT, Climbing Search, Simulated Annealing and Tabu search.

Moreover, to show the evaluation of scheduling algorithms, in which this algorithm will

probably get good enough results.
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